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WHEN WRONG IS RIGHT
BY: RICHARD M. WILSON, JR.

One of the more difficult ideas to convey to persons
unschooled in the law or practice of surveying is the supremacy

of the original United States General Land Ofice ('GLO')
surveys. I know this because I have had to do it on more than
one occasion. The concept of 'supremacy'in this context, is as

opaque to most people as Thomistic Philosophy, because no
matter how you phrase it, the o<planation involves the use of
morally absolutist terms, such as tight'r'correct'and 'true', that
in the end have nothing to do with ethics or moraliry but are

simply legal precepts that, upon examination, have a firm basis

in logic and public benefit. In application to real life situations,
it can often seem to be both wrong and unjust.

Most people experience surveys from the retail end. They
may have commissioned a survey when they bought their
home, or the seller had an existing survey that was passed

down at closing; they may or may not have located most of
the survey marks shown on the plat. The sense of security in
ownership of a parcel of land with defined boundaries that a

swvey provides to its owner is hard to quantifi, but it is real.

Consequently, understanding the supremacy of the GLO
survey is often impeded by the implied challenge it presents to
the landowner's sense of security of ownership. Even people
who regularly deal with surveys as part of their profession or
business just see the final results ofthe surveyor's work because

that is all that is relevant to their tasks. Unlike the dissonance
felt by a homeowner, a survey that is inconsistent with the
GLO that is relied upon to plan, finance and construct a multi-
million-dollar real estate development, can unsetde more than
a developert sense ofownership and for that reason is avoided

at all cost, often considerable.

Surveys used in business aside, beyond the survey ofthe family
home, most people have no reason or need for anything else

in the way ofsurveys, and certainly no reason to know what
a GLO survey is. And then one day a survey crew shows

up in the neighborhood, as happened to my fust client with
a GLO survey issue. The crewwas working for the United
States Forest Service, and as they worked new survey marks,
lath and flags began to appear along the road right-of-way.
My clientt home was located in an area largely surrounded
by the Manistee National Forest and he had lived there with
his family for many years. He had a survey from around the
time he bought it-more than 15 years ago - and knew where

the monuments were located, at least the ones marking his

boundaries. He described how one day he came home from
work and the fags began appear\ng in places that were not
consistent with what the law refers to as the lines of practical
occupation. As he described it, things had become confusing
for him quickly. Although not depicted on the survey, he knew
from the location of the iron stakes shown on it that his house

and garage were located correcdy on the land described in the
surveyed metes and bounds description that was also used in
his waranty. When he spoke to the surveyors, he was told the
marks were the boundary of the federal lands and one of the
lines established by the crew ran through his garage. The skills
that the field staffneeded to effectively deal with confused
and irate landowners were apparently not taught at the survey
school they had attended, and emotions become strained. In
an ironic reversal of its original meaning,Justice Cooley's
famous aphorism that the "visitation of the surveyor"would
become a "great public calamity" r,was exacdywhat drove this
homeowner to my office.

My client's predicament has played out more than a few
times in the forests of northern Michigan. For some years the
United States Forest Service (USFS) had been surveying the
national forests we are blessed with in Michigan, including
the Manistee National Forest. In many cases, these USFS
surveys have conflicted with long held lines ofoccupation and
private surveys. When I contacted the engineering company
performing the survey near my clientt property, it advised me
that it was required by the USFS to resurvey the boundaries
of the forest by tytrg in to original GLO corners. My client's
survey had, as a starting point, an established interior L/76
corner, as I recall, set by a previous surveyor. In other similar
cases I have since been involved in, the corner ofa platted
lot, or some other hitherto reliable monumeot had been

the basis ofthe ownert survey. In myclientt case,because

the adjoining lands were owned by the federal government,
establishing adverse possession ofthe property in question was

not a viable option. The client, naturally, also wanted to know
how it was that the surveyors working for the government
could just come along, reset his lines and 'take' his property?
He knew where the monuments of his survey were located
on the ground, and his deed said that is what he owned, or at
least he thought he had, until the swveyors told him that the
line running through his property marked the boundary of the
national forest owned by their employer. It was at this point
that I knew I had to explain why the USFS survey was likely
"right" and his might not be. But, at the time, I did not really
know why it was right myself, so I told my client I would do
some research and get back to him.2

The system bywhich public lands were fust suweyed for purpose
of sale in this countrypredates the establishment of the Republic
itsel-( although its authors were instrumental in the creation of
both. While the colonies were still governed by the futicles of
Confederation, the Continental Congress appointed Thomas

Jefferson and two other representatives from the Carolinas,
and two from New England to a committee that drafted an

ordinance requiring the lands of the western territories, which

1 Diehl v Zanger, 39 Mich 60 I , 605 (l 878) (Cooley, J. concurring)
2 In the end, it turned out that my client's sumey was not "right" in respect to the GLO monuments relied on by the USFS, but that story is for

a different time.
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at that time meant what is now Ohio3, be surveyed and divided
into squares ten miles on a side, and further subdivided into lots

one mile square. After debate and amendment in committee,
the ordinance that was reported to Congress on 4pr126,1785
called for the surveyors to divide certain parts ofthe territories
into squares seven miles on a side, by running lines due north
and south seven miles apart, and others crossing at right angles

also seven miles apart, with the "torvnships" so created to be

further divided into one mile "sections."a A few days later,

James Monroe,who would become the fifth president of the

United States, seconded a motion to change the size of the
torvnships from seven miles square to six miles on a side,with
sections numbered starting at 1 in the southeast corner and

running south to north with section 36 in the northwest corner

of the township. And thus, the Land Ordinance of 1785 was

born. The system of numbering sections established by the
Land Ordinance, version 1.0, lasted unt"il the current system

-with section 1in the northeast corner of the township and

running east to west and back, with section 36 in the southeast

corner-was adopted in 1796. The Land Ordinance of 7785

has been amended many times since the 18n Century, but
the principles for surveying and dividing public land remain

essentially intact.5

Michigan was surveyed in accordance with these early federal

acts, and its townships laid out at various times during the early

and mid-1800s. The plats are available online6 in their original
form and are filled with historical information of landmarks
long gone and even a few quirfts. One of these is that the
names of the surveyor who surveyed the township lines, and
the suweyor who did the interior subdivisions, as well as the
dates oftheir separate contracts, are different and set apart
distinctly on the face of the plat. At fust it seemed curious to
me that the survey crew that laid out the township lines would
not also complete the interior subdivision. Theywere "in the
neighborhood", after all, and given the wilderness conditions
that oxisted across most of the state at the time, sending out
two separate crews was doubly expensive and inflicted twice
the misery on the poor souls forced to travel with equipment
and provisions overland through the vast q(panses ofblack
fly and mosquito infested swamps and dense forests that
made up much of early Michigan. In fact, the use of separate

surveyors to run the township lines entirely independent
of their subdivision was a federal requirement and an eady
quality control measure.T And that fact, as I learned, played
an interesting role in the story of the supremacy of the GLO
surveys and what o<acdy that means,

As Justice Cooley observed early on, "Nothing is better
understood than that few ofour early plats will stand the test
of a carefirl and accurate survey without disclosing errors. This
is as true ofthe government surveys as ofany others, and ifall

3 The survey commencedunderwhat became the act of 1785 started at the intersection of the Ohio River with the western boundary of
Penwylvania (mown as Endicottb line). I Patton and Palomar on Land Titles I I6 (3d ed)

4Thisfoundationalordinanceisthefirstrecordeduseoftheterms"township"and"section"inrelationtolandsurveys. Higgitts,JeromeS.

(l 887). Subdivisions of the Public Lands, Described and lllustrated, with Diagrams and Maps. pp 33-34, 78-82.

5 See 43 USC 5751,752.
6 http://www.michigan.go-t/som/0,4669,7-192-78943-78944-78955-31058--,00.html

7 Hess v Meye4 7 j Mich 259 (1889)
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When Wrong is Right
the lines were now subject to correction on new surveys, the
confusion of lines and tides that would follow would cause

consternation in many communities."s Which is not to say

that the GLO survey, if long ignored for nearly two centuries,

cannot sometimes be the unew survey" creating "the confusion
of lines and tides" and causing "consternation in many
communities." It was certainly the "new kid" on the block
when my client was presented with it decades after he had first
occupied his land. It was not from errors in the GLO survey,

however, that my client's fear, confusion and consternation
arose, for, as it turns out, GLO surveys,like the gods, are

without error. Let that sink in, and then try to explain it to a
client who just wants to know if het going to have to move his

garage and is anyone going to pay him for it?

To see how we got to this point, and explain it to our clients,

we need to examine some of the rules the law has established

to deal with these issues. The golden nrle', of course, is this:
"If the stakes or monuments placed by the government in
making the [GLO] survey to indicate the section corners

and the quarter posts can be found, or the place where they
originallywere placed can be identified, they arc to control in
all cases."e "All cases" means pretty much "all cases". There

are no loopholes or exceptions that I can name. Anything as

inflexible as the "in all cases" rule can be easily applied, but is
sometimes harsh in its results, just as many inflexible nrles are'

On the other hand, the questions that arise-and the rules

intended to resolve them-when the original monument is

missing or "lost" are not so absolute. How then is a lost corner

to be restored? The Michigan Supreme Court's answer to that
question is one ofalawyert favorites: It depends.

On the evidence,that is. When facedwith a missing GLO
monument the surveyor must do what he would do if looking
for his missing car keys. His first task is not to look where

the monument "should be", but to where the guywhose name

is at the bottom of the GLO plat, in fact, left it. "No mle in
real estate law is more infledble than that monuments control
course and distance. .."r0 Therefore, the question "is not how
an entirely accurate survey would locate" the missing GLO
marks; ratherr "the question is where were they located" that
is, where is "the actual location of the original landmarks" set

by the original government surveyor? "Ifthey are no longer
&scoverable, the question is where theywere located, and upon
that question the best possible evidence is usually to be found
in the practical location of the lines, made at a time when the
original monuments were presumably in e><istence and well
known."rr Sounds simple, right?

continued

In the eyes of the law, the question to be answered in cases

of missing GLO marks is factual, that is, geographical, not
geometrical. Any relevant evidence is admissible to prove a

missing corner.The obvious exhibits, like the field notes of the
surveyors, and witness marks, are given great weight. Over
the last 150 years, locating original section and quarter section

corners by reverse surveying from the "practical locatiori'
of oristing occupation lines, as suggested byJustice Cooley,
has only become more dificult than it was when the GLO
monuments were at most only a few decades old. Read
narrowly, Cooley's reliance on'practical locations' as evidence

of a missing mark is based only on the rebuttable presumption
that the location of the original monument was known when
the lines of occupation were first established. In a dispute

where the location of a missing corner is advanced in reliance

on the 'practical locatiorl of an existing or previously found
line, ifcontrary evidence is present, the proponent, as in the
case of any rebuttable presumption, has the burden to prove
by a preponderance ofthe evidence that those lines existed
when the location of the original monumentwas known. The

Legislature eventually stepped in and adopted Act 149 of
1883 authorizing the county boards of supervisors across the
state "to provide for ascertaining preserving and maintaining
the original section corners and quarter posts, as surveyed and
recorded by the original survey."r2 Presendy, many of these

issues are resolved by appJication ofthe Corner Recordation
Actr3 and Survey and Re-monumentation Actra. When
holding to reliable lines ofoccupation or other reliable

evidence is impossible, missing GLO corner and quarter
section monuments should be placed at the intersection of a

I Diehl, supra

9 Hess v Meyer,73 Mich 259,264 (1889)

10 Diehl, 39 Mich at 605

11 Id, citing Stewart v Carlton, 31 Mich 270 (1875)

12 MCL 54.221, et seq.

13 1970 PA 74, MCL 54.201, et seq.

14 1990 PA 345, MCL 54.261, et seq.
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north and south and east and west line, surveyed between the
nearest known government monuments. Properly located,

the restored monuments have the same inviolability as the
originals, that is, they controf in all cases.'

Natural features like lakes and rivers that may advance or
recede, or change their course over time present an interesting
twist on the nrle that government marls rule in all cases. Of
course, these features are surveyed in such away as to surround
them with government "lots" of varying acreage depending
on the relative location of the subdivision lines of the section

that do not intersect the lake or river. Lots then, by definition,
have as one oftheir boundaries a body ofwater or other natural
feature that impeded the government surveyors'job of placing
permanent marfts on the surface of the earth. Because of
the supremacy of the GLO, it has to follow that "even if the
location is incorrecdy described in the survey, the boundary
is nevertheless conclusively set to the be the body of water
wherever it actually lies."rs This is a corollary of the broader
principle that "courses and &stances must give way to natural
boundaries."r6 But even the federal government surveys

cannot hold back Mother Nature, and so, if a lake recedes and

pulls its shoreline across a section line as it does, the original lot
boundary nevertheless remains the shoreline and is pulled into
the next section with it, for it is equally well established that
"section lines, not being physical, are not monuments of any

sort."r? Thus, following a recent case, the western boundary of
government lot 4 in section 26 of SummitTownship in Mason
County, is now located in what the Court of Appeals described
as "the theoretical square of what should be Section 25" as the
result ofthe historical recession ofBass Lake.

In the end, the supremacy of the GLO survey that caused my
client so much consternation comes from the laws enacted
by Congress for the division and sale of the public lands of
the nation. In thewords ofthe 1805 version ofthe Land
Ordinance of 7785,"The boundar)'lines actuallyrun and
marked in the surveys . . . shall be established as the proper
boundary lines of the section or sub&visions for which they
were intended."r8 But, as Justice Cooley emphasized, the
supremacy of the GLO surveys come also from the practical
public benefit that is derived from having consistency in
the setded lines that first laid out the lands ofthe State of
Michigan, most if not all of which was originally granted or
patented by the federal government by reference to the GLO.
He knew that the United States Supreme Court considered it:

..a well settled principle that when lands are granted according to
an oficial plat of the survey of such lands, the plat itse$ with all
its notes,lines, descriptions and landmarla, becomes as much a

part ofthe grant or deed bywhich they are conveyed, and controls

so far as limits are concerned, as if such descriptive features were

written outupon the face of the deed or the grant itseH Cragino.
Pow e II, 128 U.S. 697, 69 6, 9 S. Ct. 203, 205 (1 8 88)

15 Wanzer Jonkers v Summit Tbwnship, 278 Mich AP? 263, 270 (2008)

16 Id.

17 rd
18 Palmerv Montgomery 59 Mich 338, 340 Q886)
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When Wrong is Right
MucI of the land in the state is still conveyed by reference to the

original govemment tolvnships, ranges and subdivided sections,

and as Justice Cooley dearly foretold, the supremary issue has

always been with us. Because ofhis guidance, and because we
continue to follow it, the "constematiorf'and "simply incalculable"
"mischiefs" caused by confused lines and tides that would
otherwise arise, have not come to pass and the visitation of the

suweyor has not been "set down as a great public calamitlt"re

But there is an even more subde'supremacy'hiding in the

general law of supremary that flows from GLO monuments

controlling "in all cases." If the rule only went so far as to say

that lines run from these marks were the "proper boundary'', over

time, and as monuments disappeared, even the supreme GLO
lines could move as small errors in the re-setting of lost marls
moved like waves maliciously nppling through the process of
re-setting the surrounding marfts as they too became lost over

time. In short, saying that the GLO marls control "in all cases"

is not enough, by itse$, to prevent "the confusion oflines and

tides" that it was intended to prevent. In order to achieve the
practical public ends thatJustice Cooley sought, there had to be

what philosophers call the unmoved or prime mover, the spot

that did not move under any circumstances, that stopped the
progression of relativity among marks ad infninm, and that
could serve as the immovable mark upon which all other marlc
were dependent, and against which all errors in the placement of
marls, even GLO marls,were judged.

The 'immovable'marks used in the federal system are the
section corners and quarter posts that lay on the township
lines, the east-west lines laying six miles apart, and that
mark the north and south boundaries of the townships. The

best description of their special status I have run across is

the description given byJustice Champlin of the Michigan
Supreme Court in the 1889 case of Hess v Meyer.

The town lines are run due east and west, and section corner
posts are placed,with the appropriate witnesses, at intervals

on the line 80 chains apart. qnrter section posts are also set

along the line 40 chains from the section corners.These exterior

lines of the township are entirely independent of the interior
subdivisions, and are to be made by different surveyors; the
regulation of the department of the interior, which has the force

of law, not allowing the same surveyorwho runs the octerior
township lines to subdivide it.The chains used in making the
government surveys, although intended to be of standard lengtl,
are not always so, from wear in use, from climatic or other
causes, and hence it is that surveys made by different surveyors,

at different times, seldom correspond exacdy as to distances

between known monuments.Township lines are required to
be straight lines a distance of 480 chains.terefore when any

two known monuments are found to o<ist on such line a right
line between these monuments would represent the location
of the town line; and althougb the section corners 0n an east and
ri)est to'tDn line may, through error in the cbain-rnen, be located

19 Diehl, 39 Mich at 605.

20 Hess v Meyeti 73 Mich 259 (1889)

continued

and placed by the gooernment survey either east or uest of zahere

it shouldprEerly haae been placed" and nr.ust so remain, there is no

such liability to error as to llacing them eitber nortb or south ofthe

froper place on such line. They are not dependent upon section
corners or quarter posts placed when the interior of the sections

are surveyed, because, as before stated, they are placed in position
anterior to and independendy ofsuch interior surveys. It follows
that, where a section corner on an east and west township line
is lost, the proper method would be to run a straight line from
the nearest known monument on the town line on either side

ofthe lost corner or corners, and replace the post, according to
the field-notes of the government survey, upon the straight line
connecting the two known monuments. Such town line cannot
be swerved from a right line by measuring from a known quarter
section corner north ofthe line to one south ofsuch line, and
dividing the distance.To do so would make the survey of the
town line subordinate to the survey of the subdivision of the
township,when the conffary is not only the nrle, but t}te fact.2o

When it comes to the town line, the question ofwhere it'thould
be", east and west along the line, is a valid question, although
a more accruate location will not alter the supremacy of the
original location, But as to a town linet relation, north or south,
to some other mark or line, the question ofwhere it'thould
be" or where its "proper locatiod'is, are meaningless questions,

Where they are in fact is where they should be in law, andwhere
they should be in law is where they are in fact. In this respect,

the township line is always right because it is "without error"l
or, in the words ofJustice ChampJin, "there is no such liability
to error as to placing them either north or south ofthe proper
place." Thus the'supremacy'of the town line marks over all
other lines and marL<s is a consequence of their independence
from all other marfts except those with equal supremacy, that
is, those marks also located on the town line. And this is not
only by law, "but the fact", because that is how and why they
were established in the fust place, by independent surveyors,

working at different times and under different contracts with
the government. The quality control measures I mentioned
earlier. If the GLO is supreme, it is because the town lines are

king. And it is this king that, in the end, underpins not only
the legal supremacy of the GLO surveys, but also their practical
supremacy as providing, in the tolvn line corners, the ultimate
spot on the ground from which errors in other surveys and
measurements can be calculated and judged for accuracy.

From my clientt perspective, of course, this survey king was more
Iike a tyrant than a prince, as it plundered its way through the
neighborhood upsetting lines ofoccupation that have existed for
manyyears, although whether theywere established in relation
to the original government marks, set over 150 years ago, was an

open question. Fortunately, surveys do not establish or confirm
tides to land, only courts and people can do that, so the end ofthe
story for my client was not as bad as it could have been. All these

manyyears later, he is, so far as I know, still living on the same

propertyhe was when he came to see me,garage and all,
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